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Mode functions
The mode parameter can be selected among 5 different functions, that would generate more precise or sensitive results ( Figure 2 ). Each bin will have a cut-off value C defined as: Very-sensitive: C bin = log(bin + 3)/log(maxbins + 3) Sensitive: C bin = log(bin + 1)/log(maxbins + 1) Linear: C bin = bin/maxbins Precise:
maxbins Very-precise:
maxbins where maxbins is the total number of bins. 
Results

Databases
Computer specifications
The main evaluations were performed with MetaMeta v1.1 on a x86 cluster consisting of of a total of 1000 cores and roughly 3.5 TB RAM. The subsampling evaluations on CAMI data were performed with MetaMeta v1.0 on: 60 CPUs x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4890 v2 @ 2.80GHz, 1056 GB RAM, Debian GNU/Linux 8.4, 2.8 TB SSD.
Datasets and Parameters
MetaMeta pipeline was executed with all 6 pre-configured tools using the archaea and bacteria database (Table 1 ). All CAMI toy sets (low, medium and high complexity) were obtained from https://data.cami-challenge.org/ 148 stool samples from HMP were obtained at: http://hmpdacc.org/ : Sub-sampling Precision at species level for one randomly selected CAMI high complexity sample. Each sub-sample was executed five times. Lines represent the mean and the area around it the maximum and minimum achieved values. The evaluated sample sizes are: 100%, 50%, 25%, 16.6%, 10%, 5%, 1%. 16.6% is the exact division among 6 tools, using the the whole sample. Sub-samples above that value were taken with replacement and below without replacement. Figure 11 : DAG -pre-configured database Directed acyclic graph of the MetaMeta pipeline for one sample, one database (pre-configured) and six tools.
Results
1 1 1 1 1 desiredminlen 70 - - - - - - - strictness 0.8 - - - - - - - errorcorr 0 - - - - - - - subsample 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 - samplesize 1 0.01 0.05 0.1 - 0.25 0.5 N/A replacement 0 - - - - 1 1 N/A
